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Abstract. The visual camouflage of many species living in the dense 

cover of the tropical rainforest become obstacles to conducting species 

monitoring. Unmanned aerial vehicles (drones) combined with thermal 

infrared imaging (TIR) can rapidly scan large areas from above and detect 

wildlife that has a body temperature that contrasts with its surrounding 

environment. This research tested the feasibility of DJI Mavic 2 Enterprise 

Dual with FLIR as aerial survey platforms to detect terrestrial and arboreal 

mammals in the five tree density classes in the remaining natural 

environment on the IPB University campus. This study demonstrated that 

large-size terrestrial mammal thermal signatures are visible in sparse 

vegetation at daytime and in the area under the canopy at night monitoring. 

In contrast, arboreal mammals were better detected in at early morning and 

night. Survey timing highly influenced the results – the best quality thermal 

images were obtained at sunrise, late evening, and at night. The drones 

allow safe operation at low altitudes with low levels of disturbance to 

animals. Both terrestrial and arboreal mammals are well detected and 

easily identified when the drone is flying at an altitude < 50 m HAGL. Our 

preliminary results indicated that thermal surveys from drones are a 

promising method. 

1 Introduction 

Wildlife monitoring is an essential aspect of biodiversity conservation efforts [1, 2]. A 

major challenge in studying mammals in the field is finding them because they are often 

difficult to detect visually or have nocturnal behaviors. On the other hand, ground-based 

observation of wildlife is often limited by access and topography. Aerial surveys are often 

the only practical way to detect and estimate a target species' numbers. In the past decade, 

unmanned aerial vehicle technology has entered a new era in wildlife research and 
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monitoring [3-5]. Imagery from aerial surveys has been useful for surveys of animals in 

open areas; for example, counting elephant [6], Arctic birds [7], and hippos [8]. Aerial 

surveys to monitor wildlife in tropical areas are still rare because species live in rainforest 

habitat, where a thick canopy shades them from visual detection. Small airplanes have been 

used in a minimal number for aerial detection and population surveys of a range of wildlife 

species in these habitats, for example, orangutan [9], chimpanzee [10], howler monkey 

[11], and spider monkey [12]. 

This research uses consumer unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs, commonly referred to as 

"drones") that fitted with a thermal infrared (TIR) camera to monitor mammals in the wild. 

This way is an opportunity that has only emerged in the last decade and could provide a 

solution for monitoring animals that are under heavy canopy. Recently, there have been 

technical improvements, particularly in terms of spatial and thermal resolution, since TIR 

cameras' initial use for surveying and monitoring large mammals in the late 1960s [13]. A 

substantial reduction in equipment cost has accompanied this application, enabling its use 

on a broader scale. The increase in thermal resolution from the time of its initial use to the 

present has made it possible to make TIR imaging one of the most suitable methods for 

animal monitoring activities. Lower costs, safe operation at night, and higher animal 

detection are the advantages of aerial survey activities that combine UAV technology with 

TIR. 

However, few studies have assessed UAVs' combined potential and multispectral 

imagery (standard RGB and thermal infrared) to monitor tropical rainforest mammals. For 

the first time in this study, this research assessed these technologies' potential for surveying 

mammals who spend the majority of their lives on grounds (terrestrial) and trees (arboreal) 

in tropical rainforest Indonesia. Its main interest is evaluating the UAVs-TIR sensor 

system's performance in detecting mammals under various environmental conditions and 

determining several flight parameters and the response of animals to the flight of this 

technology. 

2 Method 

2.1 Study area 

The study was located in the remaining of the natural forest on the IPB University campus, 

Indonesia (6⁰ 30’−6⁰ 45’ S and 106⁰ 30’−106⁰ 45’ E; Fig. 1), a home and essential habitat of 

various species surrounded by urban areas and human activity. The area of the campus is 

267 ha, and the terrain is flat. Less than 40% of the area is covered by various types of trees 

of different age and canopy cover classes. The most common mammals in the remaining 

forest are long-tailed macaque (Macaca fascicularis), pangolin (Psiittacula alexandri), 

Malayan porcupine (Hystrix brachyura), Asian palm civets (Paradoxurus hermaphroditus), 

Javan mongoose (Herpestes javanica), as well as several species of rats, squirrels, and bats. 
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Fig 1. Location of square plots (red line polygons) of this study area (Rahman et al. 2020).  

2.2 Data collection 

2.2.1 Drone platform 

This research used DJI Mavic 2 Enterprise Dual with FLIR as aerial survey platforms 

(hereafter "drones"). The Mavic 2 Enterprise Dual is equipped with a standard camera and 

infrared sensor. Measurement of temperature in the center of the field of view is possible on 

an infrared camera. Images or videos recorded on the camera can be viewed independently 

(just 1080P RGB or just thermal) or directly. FLIR MSX (multispectral dynamic imaging) 

on the drone with an easily visible light spectrum, were able to show the heat difference 

between objects recorded. The two spectra that present two different views of the object 

recorded on each camera sensor can be seen in one view by the operator. Equipped with 

OcuSync 2.0, this technology can easily transmit a 1080P video even through a concrete 

barrier with a transmission range of up to 5 miles. The time, date, and GPS location of 

every image or video recorded in flight are recorded on GPS timestamping. This additional 

data is critical information that shows the time and location of the object recorded, either in 

the form of images or videos. Flights can be carried out for up to 31 minutes with minimal 

sound and move quickly by taking advantage of DJI's efficient propulsion system. The 

Mavic 2 Enterprise can move at a maximum speed of 44mph to keep pace with target 

objects while moving. In cold weather conditions, the battery of Mavic 2 Enterprise Dual 

can warm up on its own, increasing its usability in various weather conditions. In addition 

to these advantages, the Mavic 2 Enterprise also has a new "Discrete Mode", making it 

possible to turn off all the aircraft's LEDs so the user can fly it for missions that require 

undetectable stealth mode flight. This research used an Apple 7.9" iPad (128GB, Wi-Fi + 

4G LTE) as our live-feed screen for both systems. 

2.2.2 Flight plans and parameters 
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The test flights were conducted over five square plot sample areas, ranging in area from 90 

x 90 m, and the selected areas are based on the density of canopy cover (Table 1). Flights 

were carried out from June to August 2020 (24 hours in each day). Ten flights were flown 

throughout the day, with two repetitions for each plot location to test animal reaction to the 

UAV passage. The flight paths over five sample areas had parallel transects positioned 

along the side of the square plots. To provide complete area coverage, this study designed 

observation paths close to each other. The UAV's technical characteristics, the relatively 

small field of view of the camera, and the wind conditions at the time of the survey are used 

as the basis for determining the parallel transect pattern in survey activities. The flight is 

carried out autonomously after the drone is launched. The flight path is programmed with 

HORIZONmp software. Through this software, the operator can monitor the drone's flight 

on the screen at the ground control station (GCS), including battery status information, 

global positioning system (GPS) coordinates, flight current speed, and altitude drone.  

Table 1. Area proportion for each canopy cover class. 

Canopy cover class Area (ha) Percentage (%) 

Non-vegetation 17.03 6.90 

Sparse vegetation 54.61 22.11 

Moderately sparse vegetation 43.79 17.73 

 
The total flight time varies per hour, between 20-25 minutes. UAVs are flown at an 

altitude of 10-100 m HAGL (height above ground level) with an average speed of 8.5-11 m 

s -1 (30.6-39.6 km h -1). Central square plots were filmed having each side length of 30 m. 

To improve detection and estimate the size of each area surveyed, this study creates a 

buffer width of 90 on each side along the actual flight path. 

2.3 Data analysis 

2.3.1 Animal visibility 

All images or videos generated from the 10-100 m HAGL flight on a five-square plot 

sample are collected and then manually checked under the same strict protocol by two 

trained independent observers. The protocols applied briefly consist of checking the grid 

overlay on each image or video, observing the image or video from left to right, and from 

top to bottom, enlarging the image if necessary to locate terrestrial and arboreal mammals 

and marking them. To analyze images, this research uses GIMP 2.10.6 software 

(https://www.gimp.org/). 

2.3.2 Behavioral reaction 

Tests for terrestrial and arboreal mammals' reactions were carried out through a series of 

trials by flying the UAV 10 times along a parallel line 25 m apart from each other in the 

morning over their habitat altitude of <50 m. At the location where the animal was found, a 

ground observer near the location recorded each visible animal and their reactions when the 

UAV passes over them. Next, this research analyzed the change in each category of 

behavior considered as a percentage. The percentage value is defined as the number of 

animals displaying each behavior category before and after the UAV mission divided by the 

total number of animals in each group. 
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3 Results and discussion 

3.1 Animal visibility 

The ten flights demonstrated that small-sized mammals are quite challenging to detect. In 

contrast, the Javan deer (terrestrial mammal) and long-tailed macaque (arboreal mammal) 

that have a larger body size are easily visible at an altitude of < 50 m. The two species are 

found in sparse vegetation and very dense vegetation, which is quite difficult to detect even 

with a thermal sensor. A possible reason for the non-detection of small terrestrial and 

arboreal mammals in open habitats compared to dense vegetation by thermal imaging is the 

combined effect of surface reflection from sunlight and thermal radiation from the canopy 

and ground. Compared to studies by [14], our study shows the same findings, washed-out 

thermal images in open areas due to high surface reflectance, making it challenging to 

distinguish animals from their background. The canopy of trees in the surrounding is a 

significant barrier for thermal sensors to detect animals. 

During daytime monitoring, a thermal camera provides a better depiction of animal 

morphology, making it easier to identify. However, the images obtained from this 

monitoring are not reliable when the animals enter the area under the tree canopy 

environmental conditions with high temperatures disguise animals' presence (Fig. 2). This 

case applies vice versa with night monitoring. When the ambient temperature drops 

drastically, the animals become more easily detected even under the tree canopy (Fig. 3). 

[15, 16] found that the early colder hours of the day provided the finest images. But for the 

record, flying at night increases the risk of accidents on unmanned aerial vehicles and 

increases when UAVs are flown at low altitudes with risks including hitting trees, concrete 

walls, extra-high voltage air channel towers, or power lines. 

 

 

Fig. 2. Aerial images of a Javan deer with visible and thermal imagery (Rahman et al. 2020). 

3.2 Animal reaction to the passage of the UAV 

Group sizes in scanning behavior flights were 3 and 15 animals. On average, before UAV 

missions, the most common behavioral category shown by Javan deer was foraging 

(74.46%), followed by locomotion (18.26%) and vigilance (5.28%). During UAV flights, 

most individuals changed foraging behavior to locomotion and vigilance (28.80% and 

8.90%, respectively; Fig. 4A). While, for long-tailed macaque, before UAV missions, the 

most common behavioral category was foraging (43.17%), followed by locomotion 

(36.37%) and vigilance (14.06%). During UAV flights, most individuals changed foraging 

behavior to locomotion and vigilance (42.60% and 28.14%, respectively; Fig. 4B). 

Several studies anecdotally monitor UAVs' use and the response shown by species, for 

example, the study by [17] and [18] who tried to understand the relationship between noise 

from UAVs, the movement patterns, and stress of target species. In our research, lowering 
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the UAV's flying height means that it allows for increased visual detection of the animal, 

which triggers animal reactions. Thus, research guesses that animals' behavioral responses 

triggered by auditory rather than visual signals are similar to other studies in primates [19] 

and large-bodied herbivores [20], revealing the response of the disruption caused by the 

noise. This guess is shown by the Javan deer's reaction and long-tailed macaque with a 

more visible behavior change when the noise level of the UAV motor increases with 

decreasing flying height and increasing the flying speed of UAV. Regardless of the 

combined influence of the UAV's altitude and speed, these two factors cause the same 

reaction even when individuals are in the group. During the UAV scanning to see animal 

reactions to UAV flights, even with a small sample, there was substantial evidence that the 

long-tailed macaque showed an apparent change in behavior from foraging to being alert 

and moving. This invention concludes that this behavior is associated with alertness 

cooperative strategy commonly found in species that live in social groups [21]. Vigilance 

behavior or movement within the group as a form of reaction to the threat may increase 

UAV detection probability [22]. The behavioral response of Javan deer to UAV appears to 

be less reactive. Although these deer live in reasonably large enclosures, this research 

guesses that the high interaction with humans makes them less reactive to the presence of 

disturbances. This action may occur in wild populations that have been exposed to human 

presence for a long time, for example, by human tourism activities around their habitat [23]. 

However, our study shows that the behavioral changes that occur are not that significant, 

compared to studies conducted on guanacos [24]. This research suspects that the size of the 

type of UAV used provides a different level of interference. This study used a small UAV 

with a much lower noise level so that during the flight, it did not cause significant 

disruption in the long term for animals. The use of conservation drones in the future must 

be focused not only to optimize the ability of drones to detect wildlife but also to reduce the 

level of interference in the target species' activity. 
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Fig. 3. Video frames demonstrating animals obscured by tree canopy during monitoring at (A) night 

and (B) daytime (Rahman et al. 2020). 

 

Fig. 4. The behavioral reaction of (A) Javan deer and (B) long-tailed macaque (average and 

SD of the percentages of behavioral categories recorded before and during the scanning 

behavior flights) (Rahman et al. 2020). 
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4 Conclusion 
Our study represents the first test of unmanned aerial vehicles with thermal infrared 

imagery to survey tropical rainforest terrestrial and arboreal mammals in Indonesia. This 

tool can be used in monitoring activities of large terrestrial and arboreal animals, whether 

living in open areas or habitats with high-density forest stands. UAV with TIR offers 

distinct advantages over traditional ground-based surveys to study the terrestrial and 

arboreal mammals, working effectively at night and early mornings and combined with 

height and certain speeds. Despite its challenges, at small to medium geographic scales, 

UAV thermal surveys are an up-and-coming method in the future for monitoring forest 

wildlife even in forests with high vegetation density. UAV as an innovative tool is very 

suitable for monitoring forest animals at a broader geographic scale, utilizing open areas 

around the forest. However, more studies are needed to test the potential use, application, 

and impact of this tool across species and landscapes in tropical rainforests. 
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